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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Three Sisters Resorts Inc./United Inc. (TGS) wishes to develop lands on their property known as
the DC Site 1, DC Site 3 and District “R” area. These lands have both secondary and primary
wildlife corridors designated on them. However, the alignment of these corridors may not reflect
our current understanding of wildlife movements and the design of effective corridors. TGS and
the Town of Canmore commissioned this desktop study to review the most recent (March 2002)
wildlife corridor design on the Three Sisters Mountain Village (Three Sisters) property within the
DC Site 1, DC Site 3 and District “R” lands (the study area). A second objective was to provide
an alternate design if necessary, as well as to provide recommendations regarding human use on
and adjacent to corridors, management techniques and monitoring requirements. The study was
conducted by Golder Associates Ltd. with the aid of a Scientific Advisory Group that was
composed of wildlife and corridor experts from the Bow Valley area.
The corridor nomenclature of primary and secondary was changed to reflect changes in the type
of species desired in each corridor type. While the original intent of primary corridors was to
accommodate all species, and the intent of secondary corridors was to permit all species except
large carnivores, it is now recognized that it is difficult if not impossible to design a corridor that
specifically excludes wolves, cougars and bears. Therefore, the terms primary and secondary
corridors were renamed along valley and across valley corridors, respectively, to indicate this
change in function.
Recent track pad data collected by Three Sisters indicates that the study area receives use by elk,
deer, wolves, bears and cougars. Cougars and bears appear to use higher slopes and elevations
within the Three Sisters property and tracks were found more often away from human
developments. However, these species were found to have used slopes >25 degrees. Conversely,
ungulate and wolf tracks were found to be more common at lower elevations, and tracks were not
recorded at slopes >25 degrees. Based on this track pad data, evidence of human use was greatest
at the western end of the property. Snow tracking data from the winter of 2001/2002 was not
analyzed in time for this report, but the backtracking data indicated that wolves travelled along
the primary corridor, and also onto the Three Sisters property. The wolves utilized a variety of
habitats, including forested areas, cutlines and the powerline corridor. One wolf kill site was
located on the central east section of Site 1.
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The Fairholme wolf pack made a range extension into the Three Sisters property in the winter of
2001/2002, and made several kills east of the Town of Canmore. They also scavenged carcasses
from the Burnco Pit. Backtracking data indicates that they travelled at relatively high elevations
to cross above the Peaks of Grassi development, and also travelled through the town along the
Bow River on one occasion. Satellite telemetry data from grizzly bears and cougars indicates that
several individuals of both species have been recorded on and adjacent to the Three Sisters
property over the past few years.
The current (March 2002) across valley (formerly secondary) corridor designs were reviewed and
found to be deficient in terms of cover and width. Similarly, the along valley (formerly primary)
corridor design was determined to be too narrow at some pinch points caused by steep terrain.
Also, the South Canmore Habitat Patch was recognized as a potential cul de sac that could trap
animals and increase the potential for wildlife-human interactions. Some basic design features
were followed to develop a corridor design that alleviated these concerns. These included:
•

one, wider across valley corridor would be preferable to two smaller ones, as this
would create a corridor that provides more security for large carnivores and less edge
along which wildlife – human interaction may occur;

•

corridors should be as straight as possible, with funnel shaped entrances;

•

the corridor should be wide enough to accommodate current levels of cover, even
though Three Sisters will be committed to increasing cover values over time to 40%,
wherever possible; and

•

the corridor should be bounded on both sides by a 35 m conservation easement,
within which thinning could take place for fire protection.

Four across valley corridor alternatives were evaluated: an east, central, west and no across valley
corridor alternative. The No Across Valley Alternative was rejected as it would lead to a cul de
sac effect in the South Canmore Habitat Patch and would reduce the number of across valley
corridors in the valley. The East Across Valley Alternative was rejected due to its length and its
position relative to the South Canmore Habitat Patch. It is situated at the east end of the patch
and thus the cul de sac effect would remain if this corridor were to be selected. There were
advantages and disadvantages for both the central and west alternatives with no clear choice of
one over the other. Therefore, a corridor was designed that encompassed some of the best
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The recommended across valley corridor was also integrated with a

recommended along valley corridor.
Four along valley corridors were evaluated. These included the original 350 m wide (primary
corridor) design, the March 2002 design, the design that was associated with the No Across
Valley Alternative and an alternative that was designed to best remove potential pinch points and
to keep a relatively straight edge along the future development. This last alternative was selected
to be integrated with the recommended across valley design.
The final integrated design includes an across valley corridor that has a minimum width of 410 m
(480 m with conservation easements) and an along valley corridor that has an average width of
600 m (635 m with a conservation easement). Trees should be planted within the corridors to
reach a minimum cover value of 40% over most of the area. No thinning for fire control should
be permitted within the corridors. Human use within the corridors should be restricted to a small
number of designated trails and the parkway. No golf courses should be permitted within the
corridors.
The preferred sequence of uses adjacent to the corridor is:
•

conservation easements;

•

golf course;

•

human use trail;

•

large acreage lots with houses positioned away from the corridor;

•

business park, hotel development;

•

low density housing; and

•

high density housing.

Conservation easements should be created on both sides of the across valley corridor as well as
on the along valley corridor. Within these easements, lands should be left in an as undeveloped
state as possible, but thinning for wildfire control could be allowed. Golf courses adjacent to the
easements will allow for an increase in the effective width of the corridors, especially in winter
and during the summer at night. Having a human use trail on the far side of the golf course will
allow the golf course to act as a deterrent to off trail use. A business park could also be adjacent
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to the easement along the across valley corridor if desired, if the entrance to the park were to face
away from the corridor.

It is recommended that development plans be reviewed by an

independent biologist prior to their approval.
Key assumptions for the recommended corridor design are that:
•

the along valley corridor is effective in allowing animal passage on either side of the
study area. This may require mitigation at the Rundle Forbay and east of the study
area at pinch points near Wind Valley; and

•

the connection between the South Canmore and Bow Valley Habitat Patches is
effective. Additional mitigation in the form of over or underpasses, or traffic control,
may be necessary.

Long-term aversive conditioning of ungulates and large carnivores will be important to reduce
opportunities for habituation. This requirement applies to the entire town and not just Three
Sisters developments.

Other management techniques that will be necessary include public

education, revegetation of areas within the corridors that are lacking in cover, and enhancement
of sites within the along valley corridor.
Monitoring of the corridors should include use of the corridors by wildlife, including crossing of
the parkway; and human-wildlife interactions. Animal use of the along valley corridor on either
side of the study area, and the corridor between the South Canmore and Bow Valley Habitat
Patches, should be monitored as well.
The redesign of the corridors within Three Sisters lands is consistent with the Environmental
Impact Assessment (Three Sisters Resorts Inc. 1991) in that they have been redesigned to better
facilitate elk movements through the development. The new design is also more in keeping with
the NRCB Decision in that the across valley (formerly secondary) corridor will be left in a more
undeveloped state, and will have fewer crossings and other man-made disturbances.
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INTRODUCTION

Three Sisters Mountain Village (Three Sisters) property to the east of Canmore is situated on
lands that act as important wildlife corridors for movements between Kananaskis Country and
Banff National Park, and for movements across the Bow Valley. The Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) for the development concluded that secondary corridors were to be a minimum
of 183 m in width and function as conduits for elk and other animals, but not large carnivores
(Three Sisters Resorts Inc. 1991). Primary corridors of a minimum width of 350 m were to
provide passage for all species. The Natural Resources Conservation Board (NRCB) provided
the terms for the delineation of corridors on Three Sisters lands in 1992. Corridors were to be left
in as undeveloped a state as possible and crossings by trails, roads and golf fairways were to be
minimized. Secondary corridors were originally designed to be relatively narrow so as to exclude
human wary carnivores. Three Sisters proposed a corridor design that was approved by the
Alberta Government in 1998.

Subsequent to that approval, the Bow Corridor Ecosystem

Advisory Group (BCEAG) developed wildlife corridor and habitat patch guidelines for the Bow
Valley based on best available scientific knowledge (BCEAG 1998). The government decided
not to apply the BCEAG guidelines retroactively to the corridors that had already received
approval.

Using these guidelines, however, Herrero and Jevons (2000) indicated that the

secondary corridors on Three Sisters lands did not meet all of the objectives with respect to cover
and width, and that the primary corridor did not meet the width criteria. Recently, the concept of
having narrow secondary corridors that exclude carnivores has been challenged (Jon Jorgenson,
Alberta Sustainable Resource Development [ASRD], pers. comm.). It is now thought that narrow
corridors may not deter large carnivores and may in fact result in increased human-wildlife
conflicts. Wider, but fewer, corridors may reduce the amount of corridor/human development
interface and reduce the potential for human-wildlife interactions.
A Science Working Group was struck to provide recommendations to Three Sisters, with
meetings held in February and March of 2002 (Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley Science
Working Group Meetings: Three Sisters Property). Following a series of public open houses,
Three Sisters proposed modifications to the corridor design, primarily by removing golf course
facilities from portions of the corridors and by proposing conservation easements along corridor
edges (TGS 2002). ASRD also requested that buffer areas be situated at key points along the
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primary corridor where no development would be allowed for a period or three years, pending the
results of a wildlife monitoring program.
While the new corridor design represented a marked improvement, it was uncertain whether the
proposed corridors would be truly functional. Therefore, Three Sisters Resorts Inc./United Inc.
(owned by TGS Properties Ltd., and abbreviated as TGS in this report) and the Town of Canmore
contracted Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) to provide an independent review of the latest
corridor design, and to provide an alternate design if necessary that would best meet the needs of
wildlife. This report is the outcome of that work.
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PURPOSE

The purpose for this work, as outlined in the Terms of Reference, includes the following
statements:
•

To review and assess all lands within DC Site 1, Site 3 and District “R” (Site 1+3+R)
lands in regard to how well they function as wildlife corridors and conservation
easements to ensure that they achieve their intended purpose, that of allowing
wildlife to move freely and naturally between either side of the subject lands.

•

Where appropriate/required the review will recommend new wildlife corridors and
conservation easements on any of the lands contained within the review area while
maintaining consideration of BCEAG wildlife corridor guidelines and wildlife
movement and habitat on adjacent lands and jurisdictions.

•

Where appropriate/required the review will recommend deletions of currently
designated wildlife corridors and conservation easements on any of the lands
contained within the review area while maintaining consideration of BCEAG wildlife
corridor guidelines and wildlife movement and habitat on adjacent lands and
jurisdictions.

•

All lands within the study area will be reviewed in an unbiased fashion regardless of
current wildlife corridor and conservation easement status.

•

The goal is to determine and recommend the most functional wildlife corridors and
habitats possible on the review lands while applying the most current data and
science available and to consider the connectivity of wildlife movement between
Banff National Park and Kananaskis while keeping to a minimum the loss of
developable acres in the review area.

An additional point that should be considered is the purpose of the secondary corridor(s). The
original purpose of the secondary corridors was to promote ungulate and other animal (e.g., small
carnivores) movement, but not the movement of larger carnivores such as wolves, cougars and
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grizzly bears. However, it appears that wolves (e.g., Wasylyk 2002) are more adaptable than
previously thought and may enter narrow corridors. The same may be true for bears and cougars.
Widening of the corridors and decreasing levels of human use will likely facilitate carnivore
movements and lead to a lowered potential for human-wildlife interactions.
An ancillary benefit of wolf and cougar use will be that elk numbers can be naturally maintained
at lower level. Recent wolf tracking data (Wasylyk 2002; see Section 5.1) has shown that the
Fairholme wolf pack is making increasing use of Three Sisters lands. Through redesign of the
corridor(s) to meet BCEAG (1998) guidelines for secondary corridors, it is likely that passage for
wolves or cougars will be facilitated, although not specifically managed for.
While a corridor cannot be designed to specifically exclude grizzly bears, it is not likely that the
redesigned corridor would encourage bear movements as the South Canmore Habitat Area has
historically received little use by this species (Jon Jorgenson, ASRD, pers. comm.).
This may result in a corridor that functions part way between that of a secondary and a primary
corridor, as originally defined by the EIA, even though BCEAG guidelines for secondary
corridors are followed. To avoid confusion, the redesigned corridors will be referred to as
“across valley” corridors in this report, while the existing primary corridor will be termed the
“along valley” corridor. The corridors as designed by Three Sisters in March 2002 will still be
called secondary corridors for this report.
A key aspect of the work was to ensure that any revisions to the wildlife corridors met the intent
of the NRCB approval conditions.

These include that 1) corridors should remain in “as

undeveloped a state as possible”; 2) corridors should consist of “relatively undisturbed forest,
shrub and shrub meadow”; and 3) corridors should take into account any standards recommended
by the Regional Ecosystem Advisory Group that was initiated by the NRCB decision.
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A review of background reports and materials was conducted, including Three Sisters, Alberta
Environment, BCEAG, and Parks Canada reports. These reports are listed in the Reference
Section. Golder then met with the Scientific Advisory Group on August 28, 2002 to be made
aware of their issues and concerns. Representatives of TGS, the Town of Canmore, ASRD,
Alberta Community Development, Parks Canada, the Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley, and
the Miistakis Institute for the Rockies were present at this meeting.
3.2

Review of Current Corridor Design

The current plan (the revised Three Sisters plan of March 27, 2002) was reviewed and the three
secondary corridors (Grassi, Three Sisters East, and Three Sisters West Segment) were evaluated
according to BCEAG guidelines in terms of their desired wildlife species, dimensions, shape,
vegetation (1999 air photo), topography, undermining and proposed land uses. This evaluation
used a similar approach to that of Herrero and Jevons (2000) who evaluated a previous plan for
the corridors. Those portions of the primary corridor within the study area were evaluated for
width, slope, cover and potential pinch points to wildlife movement.
3.3

Provide Alternative Corridor Design

Alternative corridor designs were proposed to take into account deficiencies noted for the existing
corridor alignments and the views of the Scientific Advisory Group. These alternatives are:
•

one larger across valley corridor at Grassi (West Alternative);

•

one larger across valley corridor at Three Sisters Creek (East Alternative);

•

one larger across valley corridor midway between Grassi and Three Sisters Creek
(Central Alternative); and

•

no across valley corridors but a larger primary corridor (No Across Valley Corridor
Alternative).
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All four of these alternatives have the following similarities:
•

Corridors should be functional in terms of length, width, and cover.

•

Minimal development should be allowed in the across valley corridors. This should
only include the parkway, two trails north of the parkway and one trail south of the
parkway (see Section 6.3).

•

Conservation easement of at least 35 m (based on previous Three Sisters
development plans) should border the corridors. Lands within the easements should
be left in an as undeveloped state as possible, except that thinning for wildfire control
would be permitted.

•

Golf courses can also be adjacent to the across valley corridor if separated from the
corridor by a conservation easement. Residential lots should be large (2-4+ acres)
with buildings positioned away from the conservation easements.

Development

adjacent to the across valley corridor conservation easements could be in the form of
a business park, particularly if the businesses do not operate outside of normal
business hours.
•

Development adjacent to the along valley corridor, outside of the across valley
corridors, should allow for a sequencing of first a conservation easement, then golf
courses, a walking/bike trail, and then residential lots with houses set back from the
property line.

•

Vegetation management within the across valley corridor would include increasing
the tree and tall shrub vegetation, reducing areas of high value food to elk and bears
(e.g., grassy areas, patches of buffaloberry) and planting of unpalatable herb species
along the parkway. No thinning for wildfire control would be permitted within
corridors, but thinning would be permitted within adjacent conservation easements.

•

The design should minimize the loss of developable acres in the study area, while not
compromising the functionality of the across valley or along valley corridors.

Alternative along valley corridors were also evaluated, including:
•

The original 350 m wide along valley (formerly primary) corridor design.

•

The design incorporated in the March 2002 Three Sisters design.

•

The No Across Valley Alternative design.
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A recommended design that would be integrated with the preferred across valley
corridor alternative.

3.4

Select Preferred Alternative

Each across valley alternative was evaluated and ranked according to key features including
length, width, adjacent development, shape, topography, cover, degree of undermining and other
features.

As no clear corridor was preferred, a final corridor design was prepared that

incorporated the features of the two best alternatives.
This design also included the results of the along valley corridor analysis. Additional buffer areas
to improve the functionality of the along valley corridor were incorporated into the recommended
design.
This final recommended design was then discussed further in terms of permitted land uses on and
adjacent to it, human use guidelines and wildlife management issues.
3.5

Review by Scientific Advisory Group

A draft report was reviewed by the Scientific Advisory Group at a workshop in September, and a
second draft report was prepared and discussed at a workshop in October. Upon receipt of
comments, this final report was prepared and submitted in early November 2002.
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ASSUMPTIONS

A number of assumptions were made during this evaluation, including:
•

The along valley corridor on either side of the study area will be effective in allowing
movement

for

all

wildlife

species

between

the

Wind

Georgetown/Canmore Nordic Center Regional Habitat Patches.

Valley

and

Recent data

indicates that this is currently the case (Three Sisters Resort Environmental
Department 2002), albeit at current levels of development. As development proceeds
eastward, and the along valley corridor becomes longer and relatively more narrow,
animal use may decline. To remain effective, Three Sisters designs should include a
lower density of housing near the corridor (i.e., high density, moderate density, lower
density, golf course, conservation easements as one approaches the along valley
corridor).
•

Evaluation of the along valley corridor for this study is limited to areas of the
corridor that fall within the study area. Mitigation beyond that outlined in this report
will be required at the Rundle Forbay (Jevons and Callaghan 2001) and at any pinch
points to the east of the study area.

•

Across-valley wildlife movements for all species except grizzly bears, including
wolves on occasion, are desired in the study area in addition to those outside the
study area at Stewart Creek and Wind Valley (note that the Wind Valley corridor is
designed for grizzly bear use, and that the design of the Stewart Creek underpass kept
grizzly bear passage in mind). This desired function for the across valley corridors
differs from that of secondary corridors discussed in the NRCB and BCEAG
documents, in that the latter were originally designed to accommodate all species but
large carnivores. Across valley corridors are also supported by the majority of the
Science Working Group (Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley 2002).

•

The integrity of the Stewart Creek across valley corridor should be ensured as
development proceeds to the east of the study area. Given that Banff National Park
has crossing structures at approximately 2 km intervals along the TransCanada
Highway, and recently received recommendations that a more appropriate spacing
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may be 1.5 km (Clevenger 2002), having three instead of two crossing points
between Canmore and Dead Man’s flats is important. This is especially important
given that the Stewart Creek corridor may become less effective as the surrounding
lands are built up (Jon Jorgenson, ASRD, pers. comm.).
•

Human-wildlife interactions within and adjacent to any across valley corridors will
be monitored by Three Sisters and actions will be taken to reduce such interactions if
they are shown to be a problem. Actions could include vegetation modification to
reduce habitat value, aversive conditioning and fencing. Having an adequate budget
for aversive conditioning will be key to the success of the corridor design and the
Three Sisters developments.

•

Wildlife crossings of the parkway within Three Sisters lands will be monitored to
determine if additional mitigation in the form of reduced speeds, signs or an
underpass is required.

•

The connection between the South Canmore Local and Bow Flats Regional Habitat
Patches is effective for all wildlife species. If shown not to be effective, mitigation
may be required in the form of additional underpasses or enlargement/modification of
the existing ones. Currently, animals can pass underneath the TransCanada Highway
at the Bow River bridge (east side of river only) and at the CPR bridge or they can
cross over the highway at the risk of being hit by vehicles. If not effective, the utility
of any across valley corridor on the study area is lost.

•

Habituation of elk near and in town is becoming an important issue. The Town of
Canmore and Three Sisters will have to develop effective mitigation, including
aversive conditioning (see above) to prevent the ongoing attraction and habituation of
elk to developed areas.

•

Current distribution of adequate hiding cover (defined as 40% horizontal cover
between 0 and 2 m: BCEAG 1998) can be improved through planting of trees. This
would have an ancillary benefit of decreasing the foraging habitat suitability of the
corridors. Aggressive reforestation of the Tipple Site will be required.
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Increasing cover would include planting (and eventual pruning/topping) of trees in
the powerline corridor, which is common to all across valley corridor alternatives.
While such action would be highly beneficial, it is recognized that this may be
difficult to achieve due to the practicalities of maintaining access for powerline
repair. It is recommended that this issue be brought up with TransAlta to see what is
feasible. However, the alternative corridor designs were planned such that achieving
40% cover within the powerline right of way would not be necessary to achieve
corridor functionality.
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Several recent reports (Three Sisters Resort Environmental Department [2002] and Wasylyk
[2002]) were reviewed to analyze current wildlife use of the study area. Previous work by Three
Sisters (e.g., as summarized by Wildlife & Company Ltd. 1998a, b) was not collected in a
systematic fashion and could not be used for comparison. Snow tracking results from the winter
of 2001/2002 were not available at the time of the writing of this report.
Track pads were used to investigate wildlife movements in the Three Sisters area during the
summer of 2001 (Three Sisters Resort Environmental Department 2002). An area roughly 11 km
by 1 to 1.5 km was sampled with 174 track pads aligned at game trails on 15 across valley
transects to investigate along valley movements. Seven smaller transects that bisect the March
2002 secondary corridors at right angles were also sampled to investigate across valley
movements. Transects were also positioned to investigate wildlife use of buffer areas near the
primary corridor. Track pads were monitored every 4 days for a 60-day period (July 27 to
September 29, 2001).
The data was analyzed with respect to direction of movement, land use classification (primary
corridor, secondary corridor, conservation easement, developable land), distance to human
activity, slope, elevation, location on the Three Sisters property (east, central, west), and
vegetation type. However, an analysis of use versus availability was not conducted, making
interpretation of the results difficult. Also, the results should be interpreted with caution due to
the short sampling period.
Results suggest that the predominant movement of wildlife within the Three Sisters area is NWSE and SE-NW. Tracks of nine species were recorded (black bear, grizzly bear, elk, deer,
bighorn sheep, wolf, coyote, marten, snowshoe hare). In general, tracks of cougars and bears
tended to be more common on higher elevation and slopes, and away from human activity, while
the tracks of deer, elk and wolves appeared to be evenly distributed across slopes less than
25 degrees. Of interest is that bears and cougars were found to have used slopes greater than
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25 degrees. The abundance of ungulate and wolf tracks appeared to be inversely related to
elevation.
Large carnivore and ungulate tracks were recorded throughout the three portions (east, central,
west) of the property, although statistical analysis of the data is lacking. Most human activity was
recorded in the western portion of the property near the town.
Results were also investigated with respect to three potential pinch points in the along valley
corridor: above the Peaks of Grassi, near Three Sisters Creek and at Wind Valley. Above the
Peaks of Grassi the corridor is limited to 350 m due to steep (> 25 degrees) slopes. However,
tracks of all species except bighorn sheep were recorded within the three transects within the
potential pinch point area. While the abundance of bear and elk tracks found may have been less
than expected based on the sample effort, statistical analysis is lacking and the 60 day sampling
period was short. Human and dog use of the Peaks of Grassi area was dramatically higher than
for other areas.
Slopes above Site 3 in the vicinity of Three Sisters Creek are steep and this area could form a
pinch point. Two track pads that were positioned in an along valley corridor ‘buffer’ were found
to have quite high use by cougars and wolves. Human use was also relatively high in this area.
A third potential pinch point is between Stewart Creek and the entrance to Wind Valley. The
slopes to the south of along valley corridor are steep in this section. Track counts indicated that
the area is used by bears and ungulates, but not by wolves or cougars. Lack of wolf use is due to
the fact that the current range of the Fairholme wolf pack (see below), the only known wolf pack
in the Three Sisters area, lies to the west of this pinch point. Further sampling would be required
to determine if the absence of cougar tracks is a data anomaly from a small sampling period or
not.
Wolf packs have been monitored in Banff National Park since 1987 (Wasylyk 2002). Results
from the winter of 2001/2002 showed that the Fairholme Pack made a range extension to the east
of Canmore for a portion of the winter. In total, they spent 46 days (25% of the winter) and made
9 kills outside of the park in the Nordic Center, Harvie Heights, Three Sisters and Alpine Club of
Canada areas. They scavenged from carcasses collected from roads and placed in the Burnco Pit
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by contractors, and preyed upon four elk (three on the Stewart Creek golf course and one on other
Three Sisters lands). The pack travelled around the Rundle Forbay and passed above the Peaks of
Grassi at high elevations (Figure 5.1-1). They also passed through the town along the Bow River
in February 2002. Additional backtracking data from Three Sisters (Figure 5.1-2; Three Sisters
unpublished data) indicates wolves travelled along the primary corridor, and onto the Three
Sisters property. The wolves utilized a variety of habitats including forested areas, cutlines and
the powerline corridor. The backtracking locations occurred mainly in the west and southern
portions of the property and one wolf kill site was recorded on the central east section of Site 1.
This recent data shows that wolves can be adaptable to human disturbance and can pass through
what is considered to be a pinch point at the Peaks of Grassi on the along valley corridor. Note,
however, that the behaviour of the Fairholme pack is not typical for other packs monitored in the
Bow Valley (Danah Duke, Miistakis Institute for the Rockies, pers. comm.). Not all wolf packs
are as adaptable to development.
Satellite telemetry data for grizzly bears and cougars has been collected since April, 2001 and
December, 2000, respectively, as part of ongoing wildlife corridor monitoring and research in the
Bow Valley (Alberta Sustainable Resource Development and Alberta Community Development,
unpublished data).

Although the results have not yet been analyzed, locations of several

individuals of both species have been recorded on and adjacent to the Three Sisters property. The
locations of three grizzly bears were distributed throughout the Three Sisters property. The
cougar locations were more localized with one individual spending time near the Tipple Site and
another individual frequently recorded in Site 1. A third individual travelled in the primary
corridor south of the property and in the Stewart Creek corridor, but has not been recorded on the
Three Sisters property.
While the available wildlife use data is not sufficient to differentiate between the corridor
alternatives presented in this report, it is the opinion of the authors that such information is not
strictly necessary to arrive at a preferred alternative. Animals will end up using areas that are left
undeveloped, as long as consideration is given to key variables such as cover and topography. In
addition, a precautionary approach to across valley corridor width was taken in that the minimum
recommended widths were based on current, and not projected, cover values.
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Current Corridor Design

Each of the corridors depicted in the Three Sisters plans are assessed in the following sections.
5.2.1

Grassi Secondary Corridor

This corridor was previously assessed by Herrero and Jevons (2000). The main difference for the
March 2002 design is the extension of the primary wildlife corridor at the south end of the Grassi
Corridor and the reduction in the number of golf course fairways.

The overall percent

composition of fairways in the corridor, however, stays roughly the same (21% in 2000, 22.5% in
2002) as the area of the secondary corridor is reduced due to the inclusion of additional primary
corridor lands.
The Grassi Corridor is proposed to be 761 m long for its most constricted portion, and 1,173 m
long in total (Table 5.2-1, Figures in Appendix I). The corridor has a reasonable shape, with
funneled entrances and a relatively straight (one bend of 135 degrees) alignment. BCEAG
guidelines recommend a minimum corridor width of 250 m, plus an additional 25 m because the
corridor is longer than 1 km. This contrasts with the current design width of 183 m.
Table 5.2-1
Feature

Design Features of the Grassi Secondary Corridor

Current Conditions

length

761 m (most constricted)
1,173 m (total)

width

minimum 183 m

shape

funneled entrance and
exit; main corridor has 1
bend of 135 degrees

topography

Category D (flat in east –
west direction) to E
(sloping above)

BCEAG Guidelines
•

250 m minimum width

•

add 25 m to width when considering total
corridor

•

see last row in table for minimum recommended
width

•

straight corridors preferred

•

some widening required if corridor exposed to
development directly below it

•

steep terrain near parkway would require
widening of corridor at that location
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Design Features of the Grassi Secondary Corridor (continued)
Current Conditions

BCEAG Guidelines
•

restore cover to 10% and add 188 m to corridor
width, or, restore cover to 40% for entire corridor
(assuming no golf courses)

•

with fairways, cover >40% is expected to drop to
58.1%. In this case, add 236 m to corridor
width.

•

with fairways and with restoration of cover
elsewhere, add 90 m to corridor width

47% of corridor has <10%
cover
vegetation cover

golf course proposed for
22.5% of corridor (12.1%
represents forested
areas)

undermining

light
to
moderate;
undermining occurs in
isolated east –west bands
across the corridor.

crossings

valley parkway;
powerline; 2 golf course
pathways; riverside and
commuter trails

minimum
recommended width

022-2279

n/a

•

fewer crossings the better

•

340 m with fairways and cover restored to
40%

•

486 m with fairways and no cover restoration

-

There are two aspects to be considered with topography: 1) the position (e.g., above, level, below,
or behind an intervening ridge) of development relative to the corridor and 2) terrain features that
may act to deter animals in their movements. The location of adjacent development relative to
the topography of the corridor was not analyzed in a detailed fashion as the proposed corridor
traverses gently to moderately sloping terrain for most of its length. As development would
likely be undertaken along the sides of the corridor, the topographic scenario in most instances
would approximate Category D ‘Flat’ in BCEAG (1998) Figure 7. In some instances, especially
at the southern entrance, the topographic Category E may arise, depending upon the eventual
development plan. However, the effects of topography and adjacent development are considered
to be small relative to the effects of cover.

Topography may, however, influence animal

movements just north of the parkway due to an area of steep terrain. The corridor should be
wider at this location to allow for movement on more gradual slopes to the east.
The previous corridor configuration was estimated by Herrero and Jevons (2000) to have open
areas (<10% hiding cover as defined by BCEAG) for 47% of its area. This estimate was assumed
to also exist for the current proposed corridor configuration. Golf course fairways are proposed
to occupy 22.5% of the new design, of which 12.1% would require forest clearing. Several
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options can be selected to address cover. With the fairways as proposed, and current levels of
clearing, 236 m ((0.47 + 0.12) * 400) would have to be added to the corridor width (i.e., total
width of 486 m). If areas that currently lack cover are re-vegetated, the total width requirement
would decrease to 340 m. Restoration of cover would be especially important at the northern
entrance (the Tipple Area), which is currently totally devoid of trees and shrubs.
5.2.2

Three Sisters East Secondary Corridor

The revised plan for this corridor includes the addition of buffer lands for the primary corridor on
the southern end, the deletion of all golf fairways and provision for conservation easements on the
edges of Site 3.
The length of this corridor is now planned as 1,634 m, where previously Herrero and Jevons
(2000) estimated it at 2,130 m. BCEAG guidelines based on length recommend that the corridor
width be a minimum of 310 m (Table 5.2-2). As planned, it has a minimum width of 214 m,
including conservation easements.
Table 5.2-2
Feature

Design Features of the Three Sisters East Secondary Corridor
Current Conditions

BCEAG Guidelines

length

1,634 m from southern edge
of study area to Bow River

•

250 m plus 60 m = 310 m minimum

width

minimum 181 m, 214 m with
conservation easements

•

see last row in table for minimum
recommended width

shape

right angle bend in corridor;
several side corridors

•

straight corridors preferred

•

no side channels preferred

Category D (flat in east –
west direction) to E (sloping
above)

•

topography

some widening required if corridor exposed to
development directly below it. (e.g., if Site 2A
is fully developed adjacent to the corridor)

41% of corridor has <10%
cover;
no golf courses

•

vegetation cover

restore cover to 10% and add 164 m to
corridor width , or, restore cover to 40% for
entire corridor

undermining

southern arm of corridor
aligned with undermining

crossings

parkway, powerline; 2
road/trail/utility corridors;
riverside and commuter trails

minimum
recommended width

-

n/a
•

fewer crossings the better

•

310 m with cover restored to 40%

•

414 m with no cover restoration
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The shape of this corridor, largely determined by undermining, is not appropriate for wildlife
movement in that it makes a right angle turn part way down its path. While no golf courses are
now planned for the corridor, some 41% of the corridor still has <10% cover (Herrero and Jevons
2000). Without cover restoration, 164 m (0.41 * 400) would have to be added to the width to
make the corridor functional (total of 414 m). Crossings of the corridor are a concern, as three
crossings that will receive substantial human use (road, trail and utility corridors) are planned.
5.2.3

Three Sisters West Secondary Corridor

Revisions to this corridor segment have been relatively minor. Conservation easements have
been planned for the southwest side of Site 3, and projecting edges of development at the north
end of Site 3 and the south end of Site 1 have been converted to corridor lands. This corridor
segment is 750 m long from the primary corridor to its junction with the Three Sisters East
Secondary Corridor (Table 5.1-3). Its minimum width is 183 m, and the corridor is bent where it
enters the east corridor.
Table 5.2-3
Feature

Design Features of the Three Sisters West Secondary Corridor
Current Conditions

BCEAG Guidelines

750 m for west leg only

•

250 m

width

minimum 183 m

•

see last row in table for minimum
recommended width

shape

bend in corridor where it
joins to east corridor

•

straight corridors preferred

topography

Category D (flat in east –
west direction)

vegetation cover

42% of corridor has
<10% cover;
golf courses for 24.4%

undermining

corridor aligned with
undermining

crossings

one road/trail/utility
crossing; powerline; golf
pathways, riverside and
commuter trails

length

minimum recommended
width

-

n/a
•

restore cover to 10% and add 266 m to
corridor width; or

•

restore cover to 40% and add 98 m to corridor
width
n/a

•

fewer crossings the better

•

348 m with cover restored to 40%

•

516 m with no cover restoration
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Topography along this corridor is not a real concern. Including the proposed golf fairways, the
corridor has over 66% of its area with less than 10% cover. This would require a minimum
corridor width of 516 m ((250 + (0.664 * 400) without any cover restoration. With restoration,
only an additional 98 m (0.244 * 400) in corridor width would be required.
5.2.4

Along Valley Corridor

The original design for the along valley corridor was a 350 m wide swath along the southern edge
of the Three Sisters properties (Figure 5.3-1). Most of this area is forested thus lack of cover is
not an issue. Recognizing that much of this area was steep and that some areas represent pinch
points, the corridor was expanded for the March 2002 design as shown in Figure 5.3-2. This
includes the buffer area to the south of Site 3 and a continuous strip of some 100 – 250 m in
width between the buffer area and the Peaks of Grassi. Thus, the corridor varies from 450 to 600
m over its length within the study area of 2,950 m. The corridor would effectively be wider in
many areas due to golf course fairways adjacent to it for much of its length.
The current design has a somewhat ragged northern edge that is not ideal for wildlife. Some
minor constrictions to wildlife movements may still occur with the current design in an area to the
southwest of Site 1 that has steep slopes and small cliff bands.
Herrero and Jevons (2000) evaluated the entire corridor and concluded that it should be 1,150 m
wide and that a habitat patch should be allowed for such that no subsection of the corridor would
exceed 8 km. This is not achievable, given that the Peaks of Grassi limits the corridor to about
450 m at the narrowest point and as some of the Stewart Creek golf course fairways are adjacent
to the original 350 m wide design (Figure 5.3-2). Also, one of this study’s purposes was to keep
to a minimum the loss of developable land in the review area (Section 2). However, this does not
preclude provisions for additional along valley corridor lands to the east of the study area in the
future (Section 3).
5.2.5

Summary of Current Corridor Designs

The current across valley corridor designs all fail in terms of guidelines for width. With effective
restoration of cover to 40%, corridor widths would need to be from 310 to 348 m. With cover
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restoration to 10% for areas currently with less, corridor widths would need to be from 414 to
516 m in width. The Grassi and Three Sisters West Corridors still have substantial amounts of
golf course within them, which can lead to increased human-wildlife interaction and discourage
corridor use by wary species. The Three Sisters East and West Corridors are not aligned as direct
routes which also may result in animals staying in the corridors longer than preferred. All
corridors have road (n = 1 to 3) and powerline crossings which may deter animal use.
The along valley corridor currently is restricted in width on both sides of the study area due to
steep slopes and existing development. Small areas of steep slopes and cliff bands may act as
minor pinch points within the study area.
Alternative corridor designs are therefore recommended, and some are suggested in the following
section. Each design is evaluated by a number of criteria, including its value to the along valley
corridor.
5.3

Alternative Across Valley Corridor Designs

Four alternative across valley designs were considered: an east route, a west route, a central route,
and a no across valley corridor alternative (Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3). Then, alternative along
valley designs were considered: the original, March 2002, no across valley alternative and a
recommended design (Section 5.3.4).
Alternative across valley corridor designs were developed based on the following design features:
•

one, wider across valley corridor would be preferable to two smaller ones, as this
would allow for a functional corridor and less edge along which wildlife – human
interaction may occur;

•

the corridor should be as straight as possible, with funnel shaped entrances;

•

the corridor should be designed while maintaining consideration of BCEAG (1998)
guidelines;

•

the corridor should be wide enough to accommodate current levels of cover, even
though Three Sisters will be committed to increasing cover values over time to 40%,
wherever possible;
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the corridor should be bounded on both sides by a 35 m conservation easement,
within which thinning could take place for fire protection;

•

the corridor should pass along the shortest distance between the primary corridor and
the South Canmore habitat patch;

•

the corridor should be situated on lands that are currently forested as much as
possible;

•

the corridor should be situated on mined out areas (i.e., where development is less
likely to occur) as much as possible;

•

the corridor should be orientated in an across valley direction to channel animals
from the Bow Flats and South Canmore habitat patches to the primary corridor and
points to the northwest, as well as in the reverse direction;

•

the corridor should join the South Canmore Habitat Patch as far upstream on the Bow
River as possible so the patch does not function as a cul de sac for animals;

•

the corridor should have minimal human use (crossings, golf courses);

•

consideration could be given to removing potential pinch points (South of Site 3, and
southwest of Site 1) along the along valley corridor in combination with the across
valley corridor;

•

animal passage over the parkway is of equal concern for all three alternatives.
Monitoring should be undertaken to determine if additional mitigation such as an
underpass is required; and

•

the loss of developable lands should be minimized while still maintaining the
functionality of the corridor.

In addition, the No Across Valley Corridor Alternative was developed based on:
•

widening the corridor within the study area to remove a right angle bend in it;

•

inclusion of access to lands between the Peaks of Grassi and the Town of Canmore;

•

the northwest edge of the primary corridor should be as smooth as possible; and

•

the corridor should have minimal human use (trail crossings only).

The following sections describe the corridor designs considered. The preferred alternative is
selected and discussed in more detail in Section 6.
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West Alternative

A corridor running from the primary corridor just south of the Peaks of Grassi to the Bow River
was considered as the West Alternative (Figures 5.3-1 to 5.3-3). Roughly 40% of this corridor
has less that 40% cover, thus the corridor width according to BCEAG guidelines should be a
minimum of 410 m (250 + (0.40 * 400)). This alternative would be 1,010 m long, 410 m wide at
its narrowest point, and occupy 59 ha. Advantages and disadvantages of this alternative are as
follows:
Advantages
•

this alternative is the shortest (1,010 m) of the three considered;

•

it connects to the South Canmore Habitat Patch the furthest upstream of the three
alternatives, so that the cul de sac effect is minimized;

•

the development potential for the site is low. The Tipple Site is formed from mine
wastes and cannot be developed for housing or business. Golf is the most likely use
for this site. Undermining on the corridor just south of the parkway is moderate but
could be used for development due to the access available (Figure 5.3-2). The central
portion of the corridor has undermining but may have some potential for
development. The southern portion of the corridor has little development potential
due to undermining.

Disadvantages
•

the lack of cover on the Tipple Site (see Figure 5.3-3: this could be re-vegetated but
would take some time to achieve 40% cover). Re-vegetation with larger (e.g., 2 m)
trees would be necessary;

•

steep terrain just below the parkway that may discourage animal movement on the
west side of the corridor;

•

it does not allow for a widening of the along valley corridor in a critical area; and

•

the western boundary would have an irregular shape due to the Marriott Hotel.
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It is unlikely that development will ever occur on either side of the Mariott Hotel due to
undermining constraints. Therefore, small pockets of vegetation will remain and these could
form cul de sacs that confuse animals. While the Mariott Hotel creates an irregular western edge
to the corridor, the minimum corridor width was measured from the easternmost end of the hotel
to the east boundary of the corridor to ensure its functionality. Also, it should be noted that the
lands to the west of the hotel do not form a true cul de sac, as animals can pass to the west
between the Peaks of Grassi and the town. Wolves use this passage on occasion (Peter Anderson,
Three Sisters, pers. comm.).
The west edge of this corridor has existing development on portions of its boundary such that
mitigation measures, such as the selection of preferred landuse, is precluded. However, this could
be mitigated by allowing for conservation easements on the west side and moving the east
boundary to the east to accommodate this allowance.
5.3.2

Central Alternative

The Central Alternative partially overlaps with the West Alternative (Figures 5.2-1 to 5.2-3). Its
eastern boundary is formed by the western end of Site 1A and the northeastern end is flanged out
to include an oxbow beside the Bow River and the surrounding lowlands. Roughly 22% of this
corridor has less that 40% cover, thus the corridor width according to BCEAG guidelines should
be a minimum of 338 m (250 + 0.22 * 400). This alternative would be 1,105 m long, 338 m wide
at its narrowest point, and occupy 66 ha. Advantages and disadvantages of this alternative are as
follows:
Advantages
•

this alternative currently has more cover than the West Alternative;

•

it is orientated in a slightly better direction than the West Alternative to move
animals from the northeast to southwest and vice versa;

•

it has straight sides without any cul de sacs;

•

the terrain is not steep;

•

it allows for a widening of the along valley corridor in an area with steep slopes and
cliff bands; and
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the development potential for the site is low. The islands along the Bow River have
no development potential.

Remaining lands below (north of) the parkway are

undermined but have some potential. The central portion of the corridor has severe
undermining but would be suitable for a golf course. The southern portion of the
corridor is developable in some areas, but servicing and access would be difficult.
Disadvantages
•

it is longer (105 m) than the West Alternative; and

•

it enters the South Canmore Habitat Patch at a midway point such that the patch
forms a partial cul de sac.

While the topography of this alternative is gentle to moderate, there are some steep slopes, cliffs
and benches to its immediate southwest, within the along valley corridor (Peter Anderson, Three
Sisters, pers. comm.). Lands within the Central Alternative adjacent to this steep area represent a
potential pinch point that should be considered if either the East or West alternative were to be
selected.
5.3.3

East Alternative

A corridor running from Site 3 to the Bow River between Sites 1A and 2A was considered
(Figures 5.3-1 to 5.3-3). Roughly 16% of this corridor has less that 40% cover, thus the corridor
width according to BCEAG guidelines should be a minimum of 314 m (250 + 0.16 * 400). This
alternative would be 1,430 m long, 314 m wide at its narrowest point, and occupy 76 ha.
Advantages and disadvantages of this alternative are as follows:
Advantages
•

this alternative currently has more cover than the West Alternative;

•

it has straight sides without any cul de sacs;

•

the terrain is not steep; and

•

it allows for a widening of the along valley corridor at a potential pinch point.
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Disadvantages
•

this alternative is the longest (1,430 m) of the three considered;

•

little flanging of the northwest end of the corridor can occur due to Sites 1A and 2A;

•

it connects to the South Canmore Habitat Patch the furthest downstream of the three
alternatives, so that the cul de sac effect is maximized; and

•

undermining on the corridor is not severe, thus prime development sites 3A and the
area between Sites 1A and 2A would be compromised. This corridor has some of the
best development lands in the study area.

5.3.4

No Across Valley Corridor

The No Across Valley Corridor Alternative would involve widening of the primary corridor by a
width of approximately 350 to 450 m (Figure 5.3-1). This width was determined by delineating a
strip adjacent to the primary corridor of roughly the same area (95 ha) as used by the March 2002
Three Sisters secondary corridor design. This would provide animals with a more secure corridor
between the Wind Valley and the Peaks of Grassi.
This alternative has been proposed with the idea of keeping animals out of the town as much as
possible. Ideally, if animals can be routed around instead of through the town there would be less
opportunity for habituation and wildlife–human conflict.

The important questions for this

alternative are: Where does the town end?; What is the value of the South Canmore Habitat
Patch to wildlife? Another question is: Will an across valley corridor lead to more animals
moving across the valley than occurs currently, and will this result in an impact to human safety?
Where does the town end?
In Figure 5.3-4 it can be seen that the current footprint of the town is relatively compact and
centered on the valley bottom. The South Canmore Habitat Patch forms a partial, but not a
complete, cul de sac. However, when the Three Sisters development is fully built out, the
effective footprint for the town without across valley corridors would run all the way to the
entrance of Wind Valley and the South Canmore Habitat Patch will become a complete cul de
sac.
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This could create an undesirable situation where animals are inadvertently trapped, which could
lead to increased wildlife-human interaction. Provision for an across valley corridor through the
town would allow for two passages through the Three Sisters development (as recommended by
corridor theory)(Stewart Creek and one in the study area) and prevent the creation of the cul de
sac. Having a connection to the primary corridor by means of an across valley corridor would
allow for more ‘flow through’ of animals and less likelihood of interactions with people. For this
reason it is recommended that an across valley corridor be maintained between the patch and the
primary corridor. This recommendation was also made by the majority of the Science Working
Group of the Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley (2002).
Note that the across valley corridors should not be considered as running through the town.
Rather, the corridors should be sufficiently wide to break up the town into 3 discrete pieces
(Canmore, Sites 1, 2 and 3, and areas east of Stewart Creek), with each Three Sisters piece being
as small and as compact as possible.
Key to the success of animals using any secondary corridors is the ability of them to travel
between the Bow Flats and South Canmore habitat patches. Currently, animals can cross the
highway or go under it at the bridge over the Bow River or the CPR bridge. If this section of the
highway is eventually fenced additional crossing structures will likely be required.
What is the value of the South Canmore Habitat Patch to wildlife?
The South Canmore Habitat Patch is used by elk for feeding, calving and resting. Winter track
and pellet group data from the early 1990s indicate that the area is important winter ungulate
habitat (EMA 1993; Golder 1995). Also important is the current connectivity between this patch
and the Bow Flats Regional Habitat Patch. In addition, future development of the area is unlikely
due to: 1) the area being almost completely within the floodplain of the Bow River, 2) the
presence of the sewage treatment plant, and 3) the eastern portion being designated as a
provincial park. For all of the above reasons, it is recommended that use of the patch be
maintained by means of an across valley corridor.
Elk can habituate to people, and as experienced in Banff, they can become a nuisance and
even a danger within town sites. It is thought that one way to reduce elk numbers, and
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possibly make them more wary within the patch, would be to maintain wolf use of the area.
This could most effectively be done by a functional across valley corridor. Other methods to
reduce elk numbers in the town include fencing of key areas such as parks to exclude elk.
Ideally, this fence would prevent elk, but not smaller animals, from crossing. Jasper National
Park has experience in the design of such fences.
Will an across valley corridor lead to more animals moving across the valley than occurs
currently, and will this result in an impact to human safety on the Trans Canada Highway?
It is important to note that creation of an across valley corridor will not result in an increase in
wildlife movements in the Three Sisters area, with a concomitant increase in wildlife – human
interactions.

Experience in Banff and elsewhere has shown that corridors are effective in

concentrating but not increasing animal movements. If anything, wildlife movements will be
reduced as animals that are more wary will prefer not to use the corridor (Tom Hurd, Banff
National Park, pers. comm.).

Concentrating wildlife movements to a corridor area is

advantageous from a public safety perspective as management actions, such as for traffic control
on the Trans Canada Highway, can be focused to the corridor area. In addition, it can be noted
that the implementation of one across valley corridor in place of the two proposed by Three
Sisters in the March 2002 design will reduce the amount of corridor ‘edge’ where most human
wildlife encounters are likely to occur plus decrease other negative edge-associated effects.
5.3.5

Along Valley Corridor Alternatives

Four alternative along valley corridor alternatives (Figure 5.3-5) were considered:
•

the original design for the EIA;

•

the March 2002 Three Sisters design;

•

the no across valley corridor alternative (Section 5.3.4); and

•

a corridor designed to reduce potential pinch points and maintain an even edge with
Three Sisters developments.
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Cover was not considered to be a factor in differentiating between along valley corridor options
as the area is quite well treed. The slopes designated as along valley corridor have variable slopes
and a number of benches occur that facilitate animal movement and likely would allow for the
amelioration of human disturbance from future developments. Also of note is that development
will never occur to the south of the along valley corridor, therefore human disturbance will
primarily (other than for designated human use trails) be from one side only.
The original along valley (formerly primary) corridor design was based on a uniform width of
350 m and was placed on slopes above the proposed development with little regard for potential
pinch points.

This design is not recommended given our increased knowledge of wildlife

movements and proper corridor design.
The March 2002 design widened the original design by approximately 100 – 250 m, and includes
some buffer area to the south of Site 3. Thus, the corridor varies from 450 to 600 m over its
length within the study area of 2,950 m. The corridor would effectively be wider in many areas
due to golf course fairways adjacent to it for much of its length. However, this design has a
somewhat ragged northern edge that is not ideal for wildlife. Some minor constrictions to
wildlife movements may still occur with the current design in an area to the southwest of Site 1
that has steep slopes and small cliff bands.
The No Across Valley Corridor Alternative would involve widening of the primary corridor by a
width of approximately 350 to 450 m. This design was arrived at by using an area (95 ha) equal
to that of the March 2002 across valley corridors (see Section 5.3.4). While it would permit free
movement of animals around any pinch points, it was discounted in Section 6.1 as it would not
allow for inclusion of an across valley corridor.
Given that the above three alternatives were all considered to be lacking, a fourth alternative was
derived that would be integrated with the best across valley corridor design. The along valley
corridor was expanded by 100 – 250 m at constricted portions of its route and its northern edge
was made more even. Thus, this alternative would have an average width of 600+ m within the
study area (except for the areas adjacent to the across valley corridor where the along valley
corridor is effectively much wider). A 35 m conservation easement along the northern edge
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would increase this average width to 635+ m. Also, it is likely that golf course fairways will be
constructed adjacent to the along valley corridor.
The integrated across/along valley corridor design is presented and discussed in Section 6.1.
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The No Across Valley Corridor Alternative was rejected due to 1) the need to prevent the South
Canmore Habitat Patch from becoming a predator-free cul de sac, 2) the value of the patch to elk
for calving and 3) the need to maintain wildlife movements to and from the Bow Flats Regional
Habitat Patch (Section 5.3.4). This also follows the recommendation of the Science Working
Group (Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley 2002) that secondary corridors should be
maintained within the Three Sisters properties.
A comparison of the three across valley corridor alternatives (Table 6.1-1) indicates that the
Central Alternative has some advantages from an environmental perspective due to its straight
sides and flanged ends, its lack of steep terrain, its northeast-southeast orientation, its cover value
(22% open) and its moderate undermining. The West Alternative also has some environmental
advantages in that it is the shortest alternative and that it forms the smallest cul de sac within the
South Canmore Habitat Patch. Least preferred is the East Alternative due to its longer length,
downstream position relative to the South Canmore Habitat Patch and its lack of a flange at its
northern end.
Both the Central and West Alternatives have relatively high wildlife use, based on recent Three
Sisters data (Peter Anderson, Three Sisters, pers. comm.).
From a development perspective, the West Alternative is better as it has development constraints
and it would allow for all development to the east to be contiguous (Ron Casey, Three Sisters,
pers. comm.). If the Central Corridor was selected, access to the lands to the west would be
necessary if those lands were developed as a golf course. The East Alternative is not preferred
from a development perspective.
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Comparison of the Design Features of the Across Valley Corridor
Alternatives

Feature

West

Central

East

length

1,010 m

1,104 m

1,433 m

width

410 m

338 m

314 m

cul de sac in South
Canmore Patch

least

in between

most

additions to along
valley corridor

least value

good value

best value

adjacent
development

can be mitigated by
increasing width

not a concern

one constriction
between 1A and 2A that
cannot be mitigated

shape

irregular west edge

straight, with flanged
ends

straight, with only 1
flanged end

topography

steep terrain near
parkway

no steep terrain

no steep terrain

orientation

north-south

northeast-southwest

north-south

vegetation cover

40% open; Tipple Site
very bare

22% open

16% open

undermining

moderate

moderate

light

development
preference

high

moderate

low

Recommended Corridor Design
Given that there was no clear winner from an environmental perspective, a new design was
created to incorporate the best features of the West and Central Alternatives, and to allow for
widening of the along valley corridor to remove potential pinch points. Considerations when
preparing this design included:
•

keeping the corridor as short as possible;

•

keeping its northwestern entrance close to the western end of the South Canmore
Habitat Patch;

•

allowing for a 35 m conservation easement on both sides of the corridor;

•

allowing for space for animals to avoid steep areas; and

•

aligning the corridor in a northeast-southwest direction.
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The final corridor design (Figures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2) includes both across and along valley features
as described below:
•

shortest length (1,010 m);

•

entrance to the South Canmore Habitat Patch as far to the west as possible;

•

minimum across valley corridor width of 410 m, with allowance for a 35 m
conservation easement on each side (The total effective width would be 410 + 70 =
480 m);

•

inclusion of the islands and oxbow along the Bow River to position the corridor in a
northeast-southwest direction and to allow for animal passage to the east of the steep
portions above the Tipple Site; and

•

inclusion of lands below steep portions of the along valley corridor to remove
potential pinch points, to even out the northeastern edge of the corridor and to further
flange the western end of the across valley corridor.

The along valley corridor was expanded by 100 – 250 m at constricted portions of its route and its
northern edge has been made more even. The northern edge has been routed to the north of most
areas of steep topography (Figure 6.1-2) and thus removes potential pinch points. Note that the
topography along the corridor is quite variable within the lands incorporated by this design and
animals can negotiate routes by following paths of least resistance (Pat Kamenka, Canmore FCSS
Resource Centre, pers. comm.).

Thus, inclusion of additional lands to the north was not

considered to be warranted.
The recommended along valley corridor has an average width of 600+ m within the study area
(except for the areas adjacent to the across valley corridor where the along valley corridor is
effectively much wider). A 35 m conservation easement along the northern edge would increase
this width to 635+ m. Also, it is expected that golf course fairways will be constructed adjacent
to the along valley corridor in many areas, including Site 3, to increase its effective width. This
width is considered to be adequate given that 1) no human development will occur on one side of
the corridor; 2) the south end of the across valley corridor to some extent can act as a habitat
patch for animals traversing the along valley corridor, and 3) the benches on the along valley
corridor that can serve to lessen the effects of sensory disturbance.
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The total area of this design is 110 ha, which represents an increase of 44 ha over the West
Alternative Design and 34 ha over the East Alternative design. An analysis of the recommended
across valley corridor design according to BCEAG Guidelines (Table 6.1-2) indicates that the
recommended design meets most guidelines. Only the irregular edge of its western boundary
presents a concern. However, the width of the corridor was designed from the protruding end of
the Mariott Hotel, and the areas on either side of the hotel would remain undeveloped even if the
corridor was positioned further to the east. In other words, the small cul de sac to the east of the
hotel will occur in any event. Also, having a hotel protrude into the corridor is better than having
residences do so. Allowing the corridor to connect freely with the lands between the Peaks of
Grassi and the town may be an advantage given that wildlife have been found to be using this
passageway. However, development of areas along this route to the west must be planned to
ensure that wildlife can pass freely.
The parkway will receive more traffic as development to the east continues. Mitigation in the
form of reduced speed limits, signs and other methods may be required if monitoring indicates
that there is a problem (Section 6.3). The along valley corridor has been improved so that there
should be few restrictions on animal movements within the study area. To the west of the study
area, the Peaks of Grassi and the Rundle Forbay represent areas with more restrictions. As not all
development to the east of the study area has been approved, there remains the opportunity to
make modifications to the along valley corridor in constricted areas.
Table 6.1-2
Feature

Design Features of the Recommended Across Valley Corridor Design
Proposed Conditions

BCEAG Guidelines

length

1,010 m

•

250 m minimum width

width

minimum 410 m

•

250 m + open area % * 400

shape

funneled entrance and exit;
main corridor is straight,
and orientated in a
northeast-south west
direction

•

straight corridors preferred

topography

Category D (flat in east –
west direction) to E (sloping
above)

•

corridor wide enough to incorporate topography

vegetation cover

40% of corridor has <10%
cover

•

250 m plus 160 m = 410 m

•

480 m effective width with easements

crossings

valley parkway only,
riverside and commuter
trails, one trail south of
parkway only

•

fewer crossings the better
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Land Uses Within and Adjacent to the Corridors

Within the Across Valley Corridor
Very few land uses should be allowed within the across valley corridor. Most human activity
should not be permitted, including golfing, biking, hiking and dog walking. Wildlife use of areas
is often inversely proportional to the amount of human or dog use. The Miistakis Institute for the
Rockies (2000) concluded in their review of the effects of golf courses on wildlife that there are
few long-term benefits from golf courses for wildlife. More wary species or individuals may
cease to use golf courses, or only use them at night. Wolves, for example, have been found to
utilize golf courses that are not overly busy, but avoid high use ones such as the Banff Springs
golf course. Golf courses can also act as mortality sinks when wildlife on golf courses require
management actions. Cover within corridors that received high levels of human use was found to
be an important predictor variable for wolves and cougars (Duke 2001).
Human use within the across valley corridor may include:
•

the existing parkway and powerline;

•

recently approved trails that cross the corridor between the parkway and the Bow
River; and

•

one human use trail could be built south of the parkway to aid in the control of
human use.

Without a designated trail, many people will traverse the corridor

regardless of signage and enforcement. It would be better to concentrate these
movements into a designated trail where effects could be managed. This trail should
be perpendicular to the corridor.
An existing chain link fence that is topped with barbed wire serves as a safety barrier to
undermined areas. Prior to development this fence should be removed or modified so as to allow
animal movement in the corridor.
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Adjacent to the Across Valley Corridor
Conservation easements should be created on both sides of the across valley corridor as well as
on the along valley corridor. Within these easements, lands should be left in an as undeveloped
state as possible, but thinning for wildfire control could be allowed.
One land use that could be adjacent to the easements along the across valley corridor would be a
business park, especially with businesses that do not operate outside of normal business hours
(9 am to 5 pm).

Hotels within the business parks are acceptable in lands adjacent to the

easements as long as there is no access to the corridor or to lands adjacent to it (i.e., entrances
face towards the interior of the business parks). It is anticipated that a business park would only
be aligned with a portion of the corridor and not extend into the adjacent easement.
Lights should also not be placed along the corridor boundary. If lights are unavoidable, they
should be directed away from the corridor, preferably no closer than along the exterior edge of
the easement. Business park doorways should be built to face away from the corridor. Fireproof
building materials should be used in buildings that are constructed adjacent to the easements
along the corridors.
Golf course fairways could be situated adjacent to the easements, although hours of use should be
restricted to from one hour after sunrise to one hour before sunset.
Large residential lots (2-4+ acres) with houses positioned at the front of the lots would ideally be
located on the far side of the golf courses (away from the corridor and easement). The backyards
of these lots should not be fenced.
High and mid density housing should not be situated next to the easements.
Development should be as compressed as possible, and roads and human use trails should be
routed through the center of each development site towards the parkway and the trail system
between the parkway and the Bow River. Ideally, trails should not run parallel to the across
valley corridor for long distances; and it would be preferable to have trails separated from the
corridor and easement by golf course fairways. A rail fence and signs informing the public of the
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corridor should be placed between the trail and the easement in locations where the two are
adjacent to one another.
Three Sisters should consider creating a bike/hiking trail system away from the across and along
valley corridors to provide alternatives to trail users. These trails might best be placed on areas
with high undermining constraints.
It is recommended that development plans be reviewed by an independent biologist prior to their
approval.
Within and Adjacent to the Along Valley Corridor
Land uses within and adjacent to the along valley corridor should follow the same rules as
outlined for across valley corridors above, except that the following sequence would be
recommended, as adapted from the Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley Science Working
Group Meetings: Three Sisters Property:
•

conservation easement;

•

golf course;

•

human use trail;

•

large residential lots (2-4 acres +) with houses positioned at the front of the lots away
from the corridor;

•

business park, hotel development;

•

low density residential; and

•

high density residential.

The advantage of having a golf course between the corridor and housing is that the golf course
will act as a barrier to people straying into the corridor.
6.3

Management Techniques

Management techniques for both human and wildlife use management are discussed in this
section.
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Human Use Management
Human use management within the across valley corridor should include:
•

a rail fence along the easement/development area edge, with appropriate signage at
intervals. No gates should be permitted in this fence;

•

signage on the parkway and human trails at each corridor edge and at intervals along
their routes within the corridor. These signs should describe the importance and
sensitivity of the corridor, and the appropriate human behaviour and use;

•

should monitoring indicate that collisions with vehicles on the parkway is an issue,
mitigation in the form of speed limits and signs may be required;

•

trail use should be restricted to the period between one hour after sunrise to one hour
before sunset;

•

dogs must be leashed at all times when in or adjacent to the corridor;

•

barriers or other deterrents to off trail travel should be employed where trails meet
older trails and clearings;

•

any existing human trails south of the parkway within the across valley corridor
should be closed and rehabilitated;

•

education of residents and the public on the rationale for the corridors and the
exclusion of human use;

•

prohibition of human use on the corridor other than on designated travel routes; and

•

enforcement of the WHIP plan and the above conditions.

Wildlife Use Management
Recommended wildlife use management techniques are listed below and identified as to whether
they will be short- or long-term practices. Methods are designed to promote the use of the
corridor as a movement and not a feeding area.
•

Replant open areas, including the Tipple Site and the powerline, within the corridor
so that a 40% BCEAG hiding cover can be achieved over several growing seasons
(short-term).
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Plant unpalatable grass and herbaceous species along the parkway (short-term).
Consideration could also be given to use of unpalatable grass on golf course
fairways.

•

Landscaping in residential and commercial areas should focus on the use of native
plant species that are less attractive to elk. Turf lawns should be discouraged.

•

Pruning or topping of trees below powerline, at a height of 3 m (long-term).

•

Aversive conditioning of ungulates and carnivores to keep them out of developed
areas and wary of humans.

•

Develop and maintain wildlife trails at key locations in the across and along valley
corridors, but focusing on the central portions of the corridor (short to long-term).
This would involve removal of dead fall and thick brush so as to promote movement
along the desired direction.

•

Key areas of attraction to elk within the town site (e.g., parks) should be fenced to
exclude elk (short-term).

•

Bear proof garbage collection containers are required for all developments (shortterm).

•

No BBQs or bird feeders should be permitted in yards adjacent to the
easements/corridors.

•

Enhancement of wildlife habitat sites within the along valley corridor.

•

A wildlife response plan should be developed that describes the types of responses to
human-wildlife conflicts and the criteria for selecting a specific response (shortterm). In particular, the elimination or relocation of animals should be avoided if
possible.

Thinning of the forest cover to reduce fire fuel loading is not recommended within corridors as
this reduces hiding cover and increases the value of the habitat to elk and bears. However, this
can be undertaken within the easements.
Removal of berry bushes or treatment of berry bushes to reduce their crop would be
recommended should monitoring (see Section 6.5) indicate that bear-human interactions are
becoming an issue.
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Monitoring Requirements

No mitigation plan is sufficient if it does not include a provision for monitoring and periodic
evaluation to determine ways to improve the mitigative measures. Monitoring should include:
•

the effectiveness of the education programs;

•

the effectiveness of the enforcement program;

•

use of a standardized questionnaire to assess human-wildlife encounters that would
record the factors that led to the encounter, and the results of the encounter;

•

location and frequency of wildlife mortalities;

•

unauthorized human use of corridors;

•

wildlife use of corridors to determine corridor efficacy;

•

wildlife crossings of the parkway to determine if additional mitigation is required;

•

the type of wildlife use within corridors. Vegetation management may be required to
further reduce the value of the corridors to elk and bears as foraging habitat;

•

the condition of signs. These should be replaced/fixed as necessary; and

•

the effectiveness of the wildlife connections between the South Canmore and Bow
Flats habitat patches, to determine if additional mitigation in the form of under or
overpasses is required.
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CONCLUSIONS

This desk top study was conducted to review the most recent (March 2002) wildlife corridor
design on the Three Sisters property within the DC Site 1, DC Site 3 and District “R” lands. A
second objective was to provide an alternate design if necessary, as well as to provide
recommendations regarding human use on and adjacent to corridors, management techniques and
monitoring requirements.
The across valley (formerly secondary) corridors as planned by Three Sisters were found to be
deficient according to BCEAG (1998) guidelines. Deficiencies were primarily due to lack of
cover and therefore inadequate corridor width. The along valley (formerly primary) corridor was
also found to be inadequate in terms of width. Recent findings on wildlife movements indicate
that large carnivores may use narrow corridors such as those proposed by Three Sisters. This
may inadvertently lead to carnivore – human interactions along the corridor edges. At the same
time, use of the South Canmore Habitat Patch by carnivores on occasion is preferred as this will
assist in keeping elk more wary. To help rectify these issues, it is proposed that a single, wider
across valley corridor replace the Three Sisters design of two narrow corridors, and to not
construct golf course fairways within the corridor. The new design is based on promoting animal
movement and is not intended to create habitat for animal residency. Additions to the along
valley corridor are also proposed to allow for animal movement around potential pinch points.
Four across valley corridor alternatives were investigated: a west, central, east and the no across
valley alternative. The No Across Valley Alternative was rejected as it would allow for the
creation of a predator-free cul de sac in the South Canmore Habitat Patch area, and would reduce
the number of across valley crossings between the Wind Valley and the town to one (Stewart
Creek). This is especially important given that the Stewart Creek crossing may become less
effective as the surrounding lands are developed.
The Central Alternative was considered to have some advantages from an environmental
perspective due to its straight sides and flanged ends, its lack of steep terrain, its northeastsoutheast orientation, its cover value (22% open), and its moderate undermining. The West
Alternative also was shown to have some environmental advantages in that it is the shortest
alternative and that it forms the smallest cul de sac within the South Canmore Habitat Patch.
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Least preferred was the East Alternative due to its longer length, downstream position relative to
the South Canmore Habitat Patch, and its lack of a flange at its northern end.
Alternative along valley corridor alternatives were also considered in arriving at a preferred along
valley corridor design.
A recommended, integrated across/along valley corridor design was prepared that combined the
best features of the West and Central Alternatives, and also increased the width of the along
valley corridor. The final design included the following features:
•

a minimum across valley length of 1,010 m;

•

entrance to the South Canmore Habitat Patch as far to the west as possible;

•

minimum across valley width of 410 m, with allowance for a 35 m conservation
easement on each side for a total effective width of 480 m;

•

inclusion of the islands and oxbow along the Bow River to position the corridor in a
northeast-southwest direction and to allow for animal passage to the east of the steep
portions above the Tipple Site; and

•

inclusion of lands below steep portions of the along valley corridor to remove
potential pinch points, even out its northwest edge and to further flange the western
end of the across valley corridor.

The along valley corridor was expanded by 100 – 250 m at constricted portions of its route and its
northern edge was made more even. Thus, the along valley corridor now has an average width of
600+ m within the study area (except for the areas adjacent to the across valley corridor where the
along valley corridor is effectively much wider). A 35 m conservation easement along the
northern edge will increase this width to 635+ m. Also, it is likely that golf course fairways will
be constructed adjacent to the along valley corridor in areas to increase its effective width.
Key to any alternative is the integrity of the wildlife crossing of the TransCanada Highway
between the South Canmore and Bow Flats habitat patches. The value of an across valley
corridor is lost without this connection. Monitoring of this connection is required to determine if
additional crossing structures or traffic management is required.
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Similarly, the design of along and across valley corridors to the east of the study area should be
reviewed prior to development to ensure their integrity, and the effectiveness of the Stewart
Creek corridor and underpass should be monitored to determine if any adaptive management
actions should be undertaken.
No human use should be allowed within the across valley corridor except for the existing
parkway, two approved trails north of the parkway and one trail to the south of the parkway.
Trails within the along valley should be kept to a minimum. Recommendations regarding land
use adjacent to the across and along valley corridors are provided. It is recommended that
development plans be reviewed by an independent biologist prior to their approval. The corridors
will require active management of human and wildlife use by appropriate Provincial agencies,
municipal authorities and private land owners. Human and wildlife use management techniques
and monitoring requirements are recommended.
The redesign of the corridors within Three Sisters lands is consistent with the EIA (Three Sisters
Resorts Inc. 1991) in that they have been redesigned to better facilitate elk movements through
the development. The new design is also more in keeping with the NRCB Decision in that the
across valley (formerly secondary) corridor will be left in a more undeveloped state and will have
fewer crossings and other man-made disturbances.
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